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ABSTRACT
In nucleus-nucleus collisions of the systems, 12C+13Cand 1 3C+1 6O- ! 2C+1 7O, the effects of the

mtilii-sk'p transfers and inelastic excitations on the fusion cross sections are investigated in the
framework of ihc couplcd-rcaction-channcl (CRC) method. Strong CRC effects of the multi-step
processes are observed. Namely, the valence neutron in '3rj or '^O plays an important role in the
enhancement of the fusion. The potential barrier is effectively lowered with the formation of the
covalent molecule of the configuration, 12C+n+12C or 12C+n+16O. In the analyses of the system
' -C+' C, however, it is still required to introduce core-core optical potential of lower barrier height in
the state of !ho pn.uiive wial partly. This could be due to the neck formation with the nuclcons
contained in two core nuclei.

1. Introduction

The relation of the inelastic excitations and the nucleon transfers in the coupled-
channel (or coupled-reaction-channel (CRC)) effects on fusions have been discussed by
many authors. In particular, the role of the multi-step processes of the valence
nticleons in the fusion reaction at the energies below the Coulomb barrier has been
studied recently.

In this report we discuss the CRC effects due to the transfer- and the inelastic-
excitation processes of the valence nutieon in heavy-ion collisions for the systems
l 2 C + ' V and ! *C+ ' 6 O - ' 2C+ ' 3C. In these systems the measured fusion cross
sections exceed the standard optical model prediction by a factor 2 at the energies below
the Coulomb barrier, E-Ec (Coulomb barrier) ~-3MeV, while the energy averaged



fusion cross sections of the systems ' 2 C + 1 2 Q ancj \2Q+\6Q a g r e e rather well with

the standard predictions [1 - 3|.

Several authors have discussed such CRC effects in the framework of the CRC

calculation. For the systems of '3c+2O8pb and '7o+209pt, L a n ( j o w n e a n ( j Wolter

have pointed out the absorption enhancement effects in the CRC calculation [4|.

Esbensen and Landowne |5] have tried to explain the enhancement of the fusion cross

sections observed in the system 64Ni+64[\ji by taking into account nucleon transfer

process in addition to inelastic excitations.

Thompson, Nagarajan, Lilley, Fulton and their colleagues have made a complete
analysis with an accurate treatment of the non-elastic channels, in particular inelastic
excitations and nucleon transfers (6 - 8]. In their analyses transfer recoil is fully taken
into account and the non-orthogonality interaction term coming from the non-
orthogonal property between the channels before and after transfers is also taken into
account in their formulation. To get the solution of their radial CRC equation, they
employ an iterative procedure |8j.

However, the non-orthogonality term causes frequently a divergence of the iteration,
although the total effect of this term is not so essential. Namely, it is required to treat
the multi-step transfers without using the iteration method of the transfer interactions.
However, the non-locality of the transfer form factors and the non-orthogonality term
make it very difficult to solve the radial CRC equation numerically.

To avoid the problem mentioned above we developed our CRC theory by using the
normalized basis functions |9, 10), a brief of which sketch is given in the following
section.

The importance of the effects of the nucleon transfer processes on fusion reactions
have been discussed by many authors by a detailed analyses of the experiments (11-
14), in particular for the system 32S+64J\JJ recently measured by Napoli et. al. [14],
Recently, Kim et. a!. [15] and Rowley et. al. [12, 16) have discussed the effects of the
multi-step transfer processes on fusions in relation to the neck formation with the two
core nuclei.

2. CRC Formalism

By taking into account the transfer recoil and the non-orthogonality effects, we
derive an effective Hamiltonian \H for the CRC equation [9, 10], which is an
approximation of the following Hamiltonian,

H -- T(R,) + T( r j ) + Vnc, + Vnc.2 + Vcc . (1)



First, let us express the above Hamiltonian by using the following orthogonal base
functions defined by the non-orthogonal channel-base functions as,

<fi(r,,t) =I$ J ( r J ,R Jc,c 2n)-Nj i
1 / 2 ( r J , r i ) , (2)

j

where N j | (q,^) is the overlap integral of the non-orthogonal base functions <j>j and <|)j.

Thus, we have the expression,

(3)

with

U + F T U = . (4)

Here I' is the DWBA transfer form factor (post form), and FT the transpose matrix

of F, i. e , the prior form of the DWBA form factor. In the above expressions the

operators tj(rj), Rj(rj) represents the radial kinetic energy in the "sub"-channel, "i",

and of the centrifugal energy, respectively. The energy £j is the sum of the intrinsic

energies of the two fragment nuclei of the sub-channel, "i". The interactions U,j (r) for

i * j cause direct inelastic excitations of the

n(m)

w
Fig 1. Definition of coordinates.

\ aK. nee panicle "n". and LJM (r) is the distorting potential for the elastic scattering of the

sub channel. "1' The non local interactions, Kjj(r,,rj) and AMjj(rj,rp are responsible

fur (he transfer processes between sub-channels, i and j . The interaction KL is



expressed by the DWBA transfer (post-and prior-) form factors, F and F .

First, we omit the non-local transfer interaction AM, because this is of second order
in the the overlap integral, (N-I) which takes a value of 0.1 in the grazing distance and
approaches zero at the infinity of the distance r;

(5)

Secondly, we approximate the non-local form factor K by the local one;

K,J(rPrJ) = K i j(r)5(r,-r J) , (6)

which includes the transfer recoil approximately.

With the use of the above two approximations we introduce a new operator
which is an approximation of the Hamiltonian H;.

P | } . (7)

The above operator y/"is just the effective Hamiltonian which we want to use in our

coupled-reaction-channel (CRC1 theory.

The wave function M/JMn(E,-r) of the total system with the total parity Fl, the total
•ipgular momentum J and its Z-component M satisfies the following equation,

,T) = 0. (8)

The wave function *¥ is expanded by the orthogonal set of the basis functions as,

4* J M n ( E , t ) = I { d r ^ M n ( r , x ) L i / n ( r ) / r (9)
i

By inserting the above equation into eq. (8), we obtain the radial CRC equation for the

radial wave functions {ui(r),u7(r),---un(r)}, which define the scattering amplitudes

3 Fusion Cross Section

The fusion process is defined in this report as the incident flux which is absorbed by
the non Hermetian interaction U contained in the model Harniltonian, that is, by the



imaginary part of the optical potential used:

1)<UV \ ( U - U ' ) u ^ ; > (10)
k z 7 jn '

where X denotes the sum of the sub-channels belonging to the incident "channel".

uj+ ) is the vector consisting of the wave functions |u | j (r),u^j (r) , - --u^(r) | with the

outgoing boundary condition with the incident flux in the sub-channel "i". The

operator U is the matrix consisting of the total interactions Ujj(r) contained in the radial

CRC equation. The operator U^ is the complex conjugate of the U.

The total reaction cross section AOR is divided into two parts, one is the above

me'itioned cross section Ao^ and, the other the cross section Aa-p, which stands for

the outgoing flux for the open channels besides the incident channel;

AoR = Aa-j. + Aa^. (11)

The CRC effects on the reaction cross sections appear as the increase of the
difference,

AoR = AoR(CRC)-AoR(no-CRC), (12)

between the CRC and no-CRC calculations. This quantity AGR owes, as shown in the
section 3. its increase almost completely to the change of the potential absorption cross
section Ao~| in particular at low energies:

Ao. =^-V 's(2J+l)(<u[+),(U-Ut)u[+)>-<u[0+),(U-U+)uf+)>), (13)
k" ] j n y '

where u\ih) is the vector of the wave functions fo,O,-,u(,O+'(r), (),•••, 0J of the solution

with no coupling.

4. Calculation of Cross Sections

we investigate the CRC mechanism and the CRC effects on the fusion

reactions for the systems '2c+13c a n j 13c+16o-^12c+12o, where we assume that

the nucleus ' -̂ C or ' 7(D is constructed from one valence neutron and either core nucleus



4.1 !2C+13C System

Stockstad et. al. 11-2] measured the fusion cross sections of the systems

and H.Q+\3Q a n t j compared them with the respective standard optical model

calculations. The calculation for the system '2^+12^ reproduces the energy-averaged

fusion cross sections, while the data of the system ^C+^C exceed the optical model

prediction. Namely, one valence neutron in '3C makes the contribution to the change

in optical potential variables.

First, we pay attention to the specific property of this system, which contains two

"identical-core" nuclei '-C's. Thus, the symmetrization of two core nuclei is required,

and it produces the core-exchange term, i. e., the elastic and inelastic transfer terms

[17]. The interaction K1 of the transfer processes and the interaction U of the direct

elastic- and inelastic processes are additive in the state of the total parity, FI = +, while

in n = - they interact destructively.

The wave function describing the active neutron in the body fixed system defines the

following "molecular-orbital" state.

(14)

which is constructed from the same active neutron states, <P;(R|) and 91(^2) but w ' l n

the different centers of two core nuclei, that is, in n = + grade state (covalent
molecule) and in FI = - ungerade state (anti-covalent molecule).

In the adiabatic picture [10, 18| we have the molecular orbital states <J>p, which are

obtained by the diagonalization (see eq. (18)) of the coupling interaction. In the radial

CRC equation the coupling interactions, (Ujj + Ky) between the different molecular

orbitals <p|"° • defined in the above equation work so as to enhance the properties of

the gerade or ungerade states in the "ground (adiabatic) molecular orbital state" <t>pl |,

which is expressed by the linear combination of the above molecular orbital states

< = Z«pr'aip(r). (15)
i 1

We performed CRC calculation for the system 1 2 C+ J - \ r [9, 10. 22) by employing

the channels concerned with the excitations of ^C, i. e., *3c (g r < 1/2) ,
13C(3 09Mcv. 1/2+) and 13C(3.85Mev, 5/2+), which correspond to the single particle

states, lpl/2, 2s 1/2 and ld5/2 of the valence neutron, respectively.



For the interaction V n c . (or V p ^ ) between the valence neutron and ^C core nucleus

we use the potential which reproduces the energy levels of the single-particle states
mentioned above.

For the ^C-^C interaction we test the following two kinds of optical potentials;

i) the optical potential (parity (FI) independent potential) which is slightly modified

version of the Woods-Saxon shape potentials of Chua and Gobbi, and Reilly et. al.

[19, 20|, which have been obtained from the analysis of ^C+^C scattering,

ii) the optical potential which is also modified from the potentials mentioned above, but

so as to reproduce the data of the differential cross sections of the elastic and inelastic

scatterings of 1 3C on 1 2C at E C M =7.8~9.88MeV |221. This potential depends on the

total parity FI.

Born series expansion
In order to see the multi-step effects contained in the CRC scheme, first we estimate

2 Comparison of angul

tdiculahon for the seal

distributions from CRC calculation with different steps of interactive

e.-ingof 1 2 C+ 1 3 C.

the Born scries convergence of the cross sections Ojj(n) (9, 10], representing the

nuilti step interactions up to the n t h order. The corresponding scattering amplitudes



I are given by the equation,

ij(n) = Tij(°) +<Uj . jnX(g(0)AU)mu[0+)>,
m=0

(16)

As shown in fig. 2 the full CRC calculations and the calculations with the
amplitudes up to n-th order (n-step calculation) are compared with each other. The
Born series of the cross sections show strong divergence at both the energies, ECM

=7.8 and 14MeV.

Qzs--.$ UT\

in) !! Ihi II -

Fig. 3. General coupling scheme of the system '^C+'^C deduced from the CRC calculation.

By investigating the mechanism of the formation of the strong CRC scheme as
mentioned above; we obtained the following result:

i) In the positive parity states (IT = +) strong channel coupling occurs due to the
additivity of the transfer and the direct interactions, and due to the /parity mixing
(hybridization) of the lpl/2 and ld5/2 orbitals.

ii) In the mixing of the lpl/2 and ld5/2 channels, the transfer interactions play an
essential role.



The above coupling scheme is summarized in fig. 3.

10 R(fm)

:+: R M O state of p = l

Fig. 4. Dcnsily distribution of the neutron in the ground molecular orbilal state oi the syslem ' ^ C + ^ C for

j n = y/2+.

This CRC mechanism can be clarified by making the transformation [ 10] of the CRC
basis functions to the molecular orbital basis as,

i '-C + ' !C E ,, = 9.8BMoV
I

, r,i ^ 1 !C(GS)

CRC a'.l i.-.te:actions
CRC direct o;;iy
CRC t ransfer only

4b' 90 135

."i DiHVrenti;tl cross st-ciions calculated with Ihc pariiy-indcpcndcnl core-core optical ptitcnlial.



= Z4>iAip(r) (17)

where the transformation matrix A(r) = {Ajp(r)J is determined by the diagonalization

of the total interactions, U ' ^ V ) - {(Ri( r) + ei)8ij + U^(r)+ K|j(r)|, contained in the

radial CRC equations;

= (A- I(r)U l0<aI(r)A(r)) .
PP

(18)

The adiabatic potential for the ground molecular-orbital state (p=l) obtained by the

above transformation describes the elastic scattering very well, and the state ^0=1

a characteristic configuration of the covalent molecule as shown in fig. 4.

Fig. 6. The absorption cross sections
for the system 1 2 C + 1 3 C
calculated with the parity
independent core-core optical
potential. The solid curves
show the CRC calculation and
the dashed curves the optical
model calculation.

In fig. 5 we compaie our CRC calculations of the differential cross sections with the
data at EQM =7.8 and 9.88 MeV. The calculations are carried out with the use of the
parity independent core-core optical potential. The overall agreement with the data at
EfM =7.8 MeV is rather good. At E ^ M =9.88 MeV the agreement is poorer, in

10



particular for the inelastic channels.

The absorption cross sections (=total reaction cross sections) CTR with the CRC and
with the no-CRC are compared with the data in fig. 6. The CRC effects appear at
energies higher than EQM =6 5 MeV.

The absorption cross section OR is divided into two parts, as shown in eqs. (10)
and (11). In our calculation the absorption cross sections of the CRC and the no-CRC

calculation comes all but from the potential absorption cross sections a^, especially at

IOVJ energies. This allows us to interpret the absorption cross sections as the fusion

cross sections. Thus the increase of the absorption cross section observed with the

inclusion of the CRC effects, i. e., the increase of the fusion cross section is connected

to the imaginary pan of the core-core optical potential.

•"a:-'C.''<:inC'(3.08uMeV,l/'2')

ISO'

"?. CRC (si-lid curves) and one-step (dashed curves) calculations for the inelastic scattering C( C,

' ' C i ' • ' C * ( 3 09 McV. 1/2+). The calculation is performed by using the parity-dependen! core-core

optical potential.

11



The increase of the fusion reaction is perhaps connected closely to the mechanism of

o o o

n-dep.pot.(CRC)
n-indep.pot.(CRC)

T 1 1 1 r

Fig. 8. Absorption cross sections of the system **C+*^c calculated wilh the parity dependent core-core
optical potential (solid curve) and with the parity independent potential (dash-dotted curve).

the polarization of the d5/2 orbitals of the valence neutron around ^C cores and the
hybridization of the pl/2 and d5/2 orbitals. Polarization and hybridization lower the
barrier height for the incident wave.

The above CRC calculation is not complete in the calculation with the parity-
independent optical potential. That is, the calculation does not reproduce the full
effective potential, which may have even lower barrier height. This should be supplied
by a CRC calculation with an appropriate size of the CRC truncated space.

Next, we make the calculation by using another type of the core-core optical

potential, i. e., the optical potential (ii) which has different parameter sets for n = +

and for FT = - (parity dependent core-core optical potential) [22]. In fig. 7 we show

the CRC results for the inelastic differential cross sections for I 3 C ( 1 2 C , 1 2 C )
13C*(3.09MeV, 1/2+) at EcM=7.8, 8.84 and 9.88MeV. They are compared with the

experimental data. The CRC calculation reproduces the data very well not only for the

shape of the angular distributions but also for the absolute magnitude of the cross

sections at all energies, while the one-step calculation fails to reproduce the data.
In fig. 8 the absorption cross sections for both the CRC calculations with the use of

the parity dependent-and the parity independent optical potentials are compared with the
data. The fusion cross sections is almost equal to the absorption cross sections at the

12



energies close to EcM-l(MeV. The data are reproduced very well by the CRC

calculation with the parity-dependent optical potential in contrast to that with the parity-

independent optical potential. The parity-dependent core-core potential differs from the

parity-independent potential in that the radius- and the diffuseness parameters of the real

part are bigger than those of the parity independent potential in the system ofFJ=+r that

is, the barrier height of the potential is lower than that of parity-independent potential

in fl=+.

In the analysis of ^C+^C system we have to use the parity-dependent core-core

potential, which differs from the parity-independent potential obtained from the analysis

of the elastic scattering data of 1 2 C + 1 2 Q we infer the reason as follows:

In our calculation we restrict the truncated space of the CRC calculation to the excited

states of 13c*(3.O9MeV, 1/2+; 3.85MeV, 5/2+) in addition to the ground state. We

neglected the collective excited states of core nuclei ^Cs and also higher excited states

of the valence neutron in l^C.

However, the excited states probably become important in the CRC calculation in the

system of FI = +, as a consequence of the appearance of the extreme polarization and

the hybridization of the molecular orbital, and the corresponding adiabatic (effective)

potential barrier height is lowered. Therefore, the incident wave easily penetrates the

inner region where collective motions are excited. At the same time, the valence

nucleon mentioned above may further be transferred to higher excited orbitals in ^C.

Probably, these processes contribute to the formation of the ground molecular orbitals

so as to take much stronger configuration of covalent molecule. This means the

formation of a neck between two core nuclei [15, 16, 23].

The same kind of discussion is made by Kim et. al. in the analysis of nucleon

transfer reactions for the system 5Ori+93fvfb [21]. Namely, the changes are observed

in the Q-value distribution for the single nucleon transfer channels. This suggests that

the neck formation is induced by the transfer of the least bound neutron of the system.

Furthermore, recently Rowley, Thompson and Nagarajan [12, 16] have presented a

more general discussion of neck formation between the colliding nuclei due to neutron

flow by showing the barrier distributions arising from neutron transfer channels.

Thus, our calculation itself requires an extension of the truncated space of the CRC

calculation in the system of Fl = +. An alternative to the extension is the modification

of the core-core optical potential as mentioned above.

4.2 {3C+}6O^I2C+I7O System
Many experimental data exist for the inelastic excitations and transfer reactions of the

active neutron in ' ^C or '?O in the scattering system 13c+16o-12c+17o. By paying

attention to these data, many authors have discussed the reaction mechanism of the

13



system 1 3 C + 1 6 Q . 1 2 C + 1 7 Q > m particular from the view point of the molecular-orbital

formation of the active neutron.

ECl\i = 13.24MeV

( - • > • > > • e x p . "•
I

CKC with weakly abs. pot.

CKC with strongly 0.01-
abs. ptjt.

1:

0 .1 -

r - ^ H

10-

1 0 -

•Si

I-

t
D

0. ] -;

r
1 6 O , 1 7 O ( K

V enhancement-.

^ ^

' I i ' ; ' '

'O'lO.BTMoV.l/^')

90* 180° 0° 90° 180-

Fi(! 9. CRC calculations for ihc clastic and inelastic scattering of '^C on ' 6 O and the transfer reactions
' Ci'^O, '^O'*')'^C w'th weakly absorbing core-core potential and with strongly absorbing
core-core potential.

We have performed CRC calculation for this system by assuming the system

consisting of ^C and '^O vvith an active neutron [24]. We employ the CRC basis

functions with the channels,

'3c(gr. 1/2"; 3.09MeV, 1/2+; 3.85MeV, 5/2+)+ ]6o and
I 2C+1 7O(gr. 5/2+; 0.87MeV- 1/2+).

As this system does not contain identical core nuclei, we have no exchange term as

in the case of the system, 1 2 C + 1 3 Q Instead, we observe the transfer reactions

14



explicitly in addition to the elastic- and inelastic scatterings.

The core-core ( ^ O - ' ^ C ) potential employed is the optical potential (weakly

absorbing potential) which has been slightly modified from the one obtained in the

analysis of the elastic scattering, 1 2 C + 1 6 Q by Siemssen et. al [21]. We also test the

case of a strongly absorbing potential for the CRC calculation.

The CRC effects in this system is strong enough to make the Bom-series expansion

with the multi-step interaction divergent.

In fig. 9 we show the CRC calculation together with the experimental data by Bohne

et. al. [25 ] for the elastic- and the inelastic scatterings of the system 1 3 C + 1 6 Q and the

transfer reactions to the channels, 12c+17o. Clearly the calculation with the optical

potential (weakly absorbing potential) obtained by the »2c_16o elastic-scattering

1000.

100.

3 10-

fusion cross section
(13C+16O)

fusion cross section for 13C+160

10 15 20
E C M (MeV)

I i: 10 Fusion cress sections of the system C+ O. The solid curve shows the CRC calculation and
IliL' da-.hed curve the optical potential calculation.

analysis explain the experimental data. Usually transfer reactions are considered to
occur in ihe peripheral region. This is also true in the reactions treated here; the main
b.mip of the transfer angular distribution is due to the surface reaction, and the
calculations with both the optical potentials, i.e., weakly and strongly absorbing
potentials give similar result to the main bump.

The CRC calculation of the fusion cross sections as well as the no-CRC calculation
Atth the use of the weakly absorbing potential are compared with the data by

15



Papodopoulos et. al. [3] in fig. 10. Clearly the enhancement of the fusion is observed
in the CRC calculation.

o

•r, ()

c j

c ^ - 17O*U/2!j

2 0 r(fm)

i ' adiabatic transition
; top of the barrier height

Fig. 11. Adiabalic potentials for the system 1 3 C+ 1 6 O - 1 2 C+ 1 7 O in the stale of j n -= 13/2".

In order to see the CRC multi-step interaction in the enhancement of the fusion, we
consider the adiabatic potential for the ground molecular-orbital state defined by eq.
(18).

As seen in fig. 11, the adiabatic potential Vp=i(r) for the ground molecular-orbital
state is lowered from the diagonal potential U]j(r) for the CRC ground channel by
about 0.8 MeV at the grazing distance and even more at small distances, that is, the
barrier height of the effective potential of the ground channel is decreased, which
causes the enhancement of the absorption at lower energies. Such CRC effects can not
be observed in the "main bump" of the angular distribution of the transfer reactions.
This is because the transfer reactions occur mainly at the distances larger than the
grazing distance, while the enhancement of fusion is caused by the CRC effects around
the barrier top.

Esbensen and Landowne |5] have discussed such CRC effects in their calculation
for the system 6 4 N I + 6 4 N J w j m t n e inclusion of nucleon transfers. They pay attention
only to the main bump of the angular distributions of the transfer reaction, and thus the
transfers are treated only at the distances outside the grazing distance. Their treatment
can not induce the CRC effects discussed here.

16



5. Summary

We carried out the CRC analysis for the systems, 1 2 C + 1 3 C and

1 2 C + 1 7 O by using our CRC formalism. We assumed that 1 3 C and 1 7 O are

constructed from ^C plus an active neutron and ^ O plus an active neutron,

respectively. For the analysis of the system ^ c + 1 3 c we tested two types of optical

potentials as the core-core 0^-C-^C) interaction, i. e.,

i) an optical potential used for the analysis of the elastic scattering of 1 2 C on

16|;
ii) an optical potential which depends on the total parity FT of the system. The barrier
height of the potential in the system of Fl = + is lower than that of the potential (i).

The CRC analysis with the core-core potential (i) gives a good agreement of the
calculation with the data at ECM=7.8MeV. However, at higher energies the agreement
with the inelastic data becomes poorer. As to the fusion, the CRC calculation
reproduces the data at energies higher than 8 MeV. The CRC effects are very important
for the enhancement of the absorption due to the imaginary part of the core-core
potential. At the energies lower than 7MeV, however, the calculation still
underestimates the value by a factor 2.

The CRC calculation with the parity-dependent core-core potential reproduce the
data of the elastic- and the inelastic scatterings not only at lower energies but also at
higher energies. Furthermore, it reproduces the data of the fusion cross sections even
at the energies below the Coulomb barrier.

The barrier height of the parity-dependent potential with FI=+ is lower than that of

' 2 C - ' 2 C optical potential. This may suggest that the nucleons in core nuclei, ^C's

also participate, in a actual situation of the collision process, in a formation of the

covalent molecule, that is, in a formation of a neck with two colliding nuclei f 15, 16,

23|. In other words, the neck formation is strongly induced by the formation of the

covalent molecule of an valence neutron in ^C. Thus, the introduction of the parity-

dependent optical potential is an alternative to the effective extension of our CRC

truncated space.

For the system '3c+16o—> 1 2 Q + 1 7 O we made the CRC analysis by employing the

channels concerned with the states,
13C(gr 1/2"; 3.09MeV, 1/2+; 3.85MeV, 5/2+) and 17O(gr. 5/2"; 0.87MeV, 1/2+).

We used as the core-core (l^C-l^O) interaction, the optical potential obtained from the

elastic scattering analysis of 12(\f 16() |211.

17



We have obtained good agreement of the calculation with the data [3] not only for
the elastic- and inelastic scatterings and the transfer reactions but also for the fusion
cross sections at lower energies, which show enhancement compared with the
prediction with standard optical potential. The enhancement of the fusion cross
sections can be explained by the CRC effects due to the imaginary part of the core-core
optical potential.
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